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uses 4 Likert scales, from 1 (not good) to 4 (very good). The test  
subjects consisted of 10 experts and 105 students. Data were  
analyzed using percentage analysis techniques. The research  
results showed that the audio-visual media of spreadsheet-based  
financial management learning consisted of working capital, time  
value of money, fixed asset investment, financial ratios, capital  
costs, bonds, Break-Even Point (BEP), and optimization. The  
audio-visual media of spreadsheet-based financial management  
learning have met the feasibility requirements for content,  
presentation, language, and graphics to support blended  
learning.

Keywords— audio-visual, finance, spreadsheets, blended
learning

I. I NTRODUCTION

Blended learning is an innovative approach [1] as an
alternative to answering challenges in online learning by  
offering a combination of online learning and face-to-face  
(traditional) learning. This learning model is a development of  
the e-learning model that only relies on online learning.  
Blended learning supports learning that is more flexible,  
interactive, varied, and easily accessible [2], and provides a  
space for developing collaborative skills [3].

Blended-based learning can expand the learning range,
increase financing efficiency, be flexible according to learning  
needs, and increase learning attractiveness. The use of blended

learning media also increases students' understanding [17] and  
provides positive changes in student performance [18].Audio-visual media for spreadsheet-based financial
management learning is very much needed to support blended  
learning, but audio-visual media according to the needs are not  
yet available. Therefore, audio-visual media for spreadsheet-  
based financial management need to be developed to support  
blended learning. Audio-visual media for learning must meet  
the eligibility requirements of teaching materials such as the  
feasibility of content, presentation [19], [20], graphics, and  
language [21], [22].

Learning media should fulfill the eligibility as learning
media so that effectively used in learning. The learning media 
must be tested and assessed by experts and users. Therefore,  
this spreadsheet-based audio-visual media for financial  
management learning needs to be tested and assessed by  
experts and users. Testing by experts intended to determine  
the appropriateness of the content, presentation, graphics, and  
language of the learning media. Assessment by user intended  
to determine content, presentation, learning indicators,  
interest, and assistance in using Audio-visual media for  
learning.

This study describes the audio-visual media of
spreadsheet-based financial management learning. This study  
analyzes the results of expert's testing of content, presentation,  
graphics, and language feasibility of the audio-visual media.

Besides that, this study also analyzes the results of user  
assessment of the content, presentation, learning indicators,  
interest, and assistance of audio-visual media in learning to  
support blended learning implementation.

II. METHODS

This type of research is research and development with a
descriptive method. The research procedure consisted of 1)  
analysis of audio-visual media requirements for learning  
financial management based on spreadsheets; 2) designing a  
spreadsheet-based audio-visual media for financial  
management learning; and 3) testing and assessing the audio-  
visual media of spreadsheet-based financial management  
learning.

The object of this research is the development of audio-
visual media for spreadsheet-based financial management in  
the Department of Accounting, Bali State Polytechnic. The  
type of data used is quantitative data such as financial data and  
media feasibility test results. The research data were obtained  
from primary and secondary sources.

Data were collected using several data collection methods,
namely interviews, questionnaires, and documentation. The  
instrument used was a questionnaire of expert responses and  
users of audio-visual media. The research instrument uses 4  
Likert scales, from 1 (not good) to 4 (very good). The subjects  
of the test and assessment consist of 10 experts and 105  
students. Data were analyzed using percentage analysis  
techniques. The feasibility criteria are presented in Table 1 as  
follows.

TABLE I. APPLICATION F EASIBILITY L EVEL

development of the e-learning model. In the e-learning  
learning model, the learning process only depends on online  
learning [4]. The implementation of blended learning includes  
the learning design process, providing content /content  
production, and delivering content/media (Content Delivery).  
The learning design is designed in such a way as to achieve  
learning objectives which include learning objectives, learning  
analysis, learning strategies, teaching materials, and  
assessment of learning outcomes. At the content production  
stage, lecturers/teachers can develop their learning media to  
help students in the learning process. The learning media can  
be in the form of modules, audio-visual, namely media that  
has sound elements and image elements (video/film, VCD),  
audio, presentation slides, and others. Content delivery can use  
various Learning Management System (LMS) services such as  
Moodle, Blackboard, Edmodo, Dokeos, and many LMS  
application services, both paid and free [4], [15].

A. Description of Audio Visual Media
Audio-visual media for learning spreadsheet-based

financial management is an audio-visual media for financial  
management that is supported by a spreadsheet-based  
application. Following the application's main menu,  
spreadsheet-based financial management learning materials  
consisted of working capital, time value of money, fixed asset  
investment, financial ratios, cost of capital (COC), bonds,  
break-even point (BEP), and optimization.
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III. RESULTS ANDD ISCUSSION

Financial management is the management of financial
functions. Functions are the main activities that must be  
carried out by those responsible for specific fields. Financial  
management is a combination of science and art that  
discusses, studies, and analyzes efforts to obtain, manage and  
share funds. The scope of financial management includes  
fundraising, fund management, and distribution of funds.  
Fundraising involves efforts made to find sources of funds that  
can be used or utilized by the company. Fund management 
involves the efforts made to manage funds and investing them  
in productive or profitable places. Distribution of funds  
involves the decision to share profits to the owners according  
to their contribution to the company [23], [24].

Blended learning is defined as a learning model that
combines traditional (face-to-face) learning models with  
online (eLearning) learning models. This learning model is a

Fig. 1. Main menu of the application

Description of audio-visual media of working capital, time
value of money, fixed asset investment, financial ratios, COC,  
and bonds, as well as BEP and Optimization, will be described  
as follows.

1) Audio visual media of working capital

Fig. 2. Working capital menu

Audio-visual media of working capital provides an
overview of learning cash, accounts receivable, and  
inventories. Audio-visual media of cash describe learning  
about cash budgets which consist of operational transaction  
data and financial transactions. Audio-visual media of  
accounts receivable describe learning about the preparation of  
various scenarios in accounts receivable management. Audio-  
visual media of inventory describe learning about determining  
the optimal order quantity and inventory reorder points.

2) Audio visual media of time value of money

Fig. 3. Time value of money Menu

Audio-visual media of the time value of money consists of
future value, present value, and others. This audio-visual  
media describes future value (FV) and present value (PV)  

Fig. 4. Fixed assets menu

Audio-visual media of fixed assets illustrates learning
about various methods of depreciation of fixed assets. In  
addition, this audio-visual media also describes learning about  
analysis of investments in fixed assets. The analysis method  
includes payback period (PP), Average Rate of Return (ARR),  
Internal Rate of Return (IRR), Net Present Value (NPV), and  
Profitability Index (PI).

4) Audio visual media of financial ratio

Fig. 5. Financial ratio menu
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learning such as FV, PV, PMT, RATE, NPER, IPMT, PPMT  
functions, and other functions.

3) Audio visual media of fixed assets

Audio-visual media of financial ratios illustrates learningabout financial statement analysis with ratio analysis. Audio-  
visual media of financial ratios includes liquidity ratios,  
solvency, activity, Du Pont System, and common size ratio.

5) Audio visual media of COC and bonds

Fig. 6. Capital cost and bonds menu

Audio-visual media of COC and bonds illustrates the
learning of costs of capital related to calculating the cost of  
capital. In addition, the audio-visual media of COC and bonds  
also describe learning about bonds, namely the use of the  
straight-line amortization method and effective interest  
method.

6) BEP and optimization

Fig. 7. Menu of the application

Audio-visual media of BEP and optimization illustrates
learning about BEP and optimization of production. The BEP  
section describes learning about creating BEP scenarios. The  
optimization section describes learning about the calculation  
of the optimization of the production of goods.

B. Audio Visual Media Assessment
Based on the material expert's examination of the

feasibility of the module content, it can be shown that the  
average percentage of content aspect assessment is 90.4%. Its  

The average presentation feasibility test result was 87.5%.
Its means that the audio-visual media for spreadsheet-based  
financial management learning is declared very feasibly. This  
audio-visual media has clear goals (indicators), presentation  
messages, give motivation, attraction, interaction (providing  
stimulation and response), and completeness of the  
information. Visually, the results of the presentation feasibility  
test by material experts are in Table III.

TABLE III. RESULTS OF THEP RESENTATION F EASIBILITY A SSESSMENT

The average result of the graphic aspect feasibility test is
87.5%, indicating that the graphic aspect of audio-visual  
media for spreadsheet-based financial management learning is  
very feasible. This audio-visual media uses the type and size  
of letters, layouts, illustrations, pictures/photos, audio, and  
appropriate display designs. Visually, the results of the  
graphic feasibility test by material experts are in Table IV.

TABLE IV. RESULTS OF THEG RAPHICS F EASIBILITY A SSESSMENT
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means that from the content aspect, audio-visual media for  
spreadsheet-based financial management learning is  
considered very feasible. This audio-visual media is suitable  
with the competency standards and basic competencies,  
according to the characteristics of the training, the need for  
training materials, learning materials, additional insights, and  
conformity with moral and social values. Visually, the results  
of the content feasibility test by material experts are presented  
in Table II.

TABLE II. RESULTS OF THE C ONTENT F EASIBILITY A SSESSMENT

The average language eligibility test result was 89.0%. Its
means that the audio-visual media for spreadsheet-based  
financial management learning is declared very feasibly. This  
audio-visual media is easy to read, clear information, suitable  
with good and correct language rules, and effective and  
efficient language. Visually, the results of the language  
feasibility test by material experts are in Table V.

TABLE V. RESULTS OF THEL ANGUAGE F EASIBILITY A SSESSMENT

Continuing expert assessment data processing is
conducting user for students. User assessments consist of  
display modules, learning indicators, audio-visual media  
content, interest in using audio-visual media, and assisting  
with audio-visual media. Based on the student's assessment,  
the average percentage of the assessment is 90.4%. Its means  
that audio-visual-based training materials have good display  
modules, learning indicators, audio-visual media content.  
Students are interested and feel helped by using audio-visual-  
based training materials. Students' perceptions of audio-visual  
media are in Table VI.

TABLE VI. STUDENT P ERCEPTIONS OFA UDIO -VISUAL M EDIA

IV. CONCLUSION

The research results showed that the audio-visual media of
spreadsheet-based financial management learning consisted of  
working capital, time value of money, fixed asset investment,  
financial ratios, capital costs, bonds, break-even point (BEP),  
and optimization. Audio-visual media for spreadsheet-based  
financial management learning have met the eligibility  
requirements for content, presentation, language, and graphics  
to support blended learning.
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(3) Proofread your final manuscript thoroughly to confirm that it will require no revision.
(4) Most importantly, please ensure the similarity score is less than 20%. You can refer to EDAS to see the similarity score
of your paper. If the similarity score of final version is more than 20%, the paper will be dropped or cancelled to be
presented at iCAST 2021.
(5) Please take notice that the Final Paper (DOC version) should be submitted by September 21, 2021. Please upload
your manuscript as "Final manuscript" on the EDAS system.
(6) The payment and registration must be performed before September 30, 2021. For more information please follow the
instruction below: https://icast.isas.or.id/2021/registration/
(7) Please upload your PPT presentation file and Video presentation file (maximum 10 minutes) at EDAS by October 15,
2021.
(8) The Committee reserves the right to exclude a paper from distribution after the conference (e.g. removal from
publication at ScitePess and AtlantisPress) if the paper is not presented at the conference.

We, iCAST 2021 organizer, are now planning the detail program and will inform you in coming weeks the information
related to iCAST 2021

We are looking forward to seeing you in Samarinda-Indonesia on October 23 – 24 , 2021.

Sincerely Yours,

Regards,
Amiril Azizah, S.E., M.Si., Ph.D
Conference Chair
2021 International Conference on Applied Science and Technology (iCAST)
Conference Website : https://icast.isas.or.id/2021/
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Reviews/Comments:
======= Review 1 =======

> *** Originality: Uniqueness and originality in the presented paper
Excellent (5)

> *** Literature: Adequacy of references to literature
Good (4)

> *** Technical Discussion: Technical Discussion
Excellent (5)

> *** Contribution: Potential impact and contribution
Excellent (5)

> *** Comment to Author: e.g. Major reasons of your overall recommendation

okay

======= Review 2 =======

> *** Originality: Uniqueness and originality in the presented paper
Average (3)

> *** Literature: Adequacy of references to literature
Average (3)

> *** Technical Discussion: Technical Discussion
Poor (1)

> *** Contribution: Potential impact and contribution
Average (3)

> *** Comment to Author: e.g. Major reasons of your overall recommendation

In its current form, the paper needs to address several shortcomings:
1.      Author may add related recent studies that justifies for the research gap
2.      Author should provide discussions, not only present the results. Relate the findings to the body of literature.
3.      State research limitations and provide suggestions for future researches
4.      Several grammatical mistakes

======= Review 3 =======

> *** Originality: Uniqueness and originality in the presented paper
Excellent (5)

> *** Literature: Adequacy of references to literature
Excellent (5)

> *** Technical Discussion: Technical Discussion
Excellent (5)

> *** Contribution: Potential impact and contribution
Good (4)

> *** Comment to Author: e.g. Major reasons of your overall recommendation

The manuscript has been written very well. However, research implications should be discussed and recommendations
also need to be provided.


